Enhanced LGA Web-based Monitoring & Evaluation System (e-LGAMES)
The LGAMES has been designed to achieve the following:

- provide a systematic way of gathering and storing documents that are a major source of information and knowledge to be able to translate data coming from the program implementation to valuable information.

- slowly eliminate the conventional way of managing information through the effective and efficient use of technology.
Why e-LGAMES?

- Establish a well-defined data entry and reporting procedure and data aggregation at different levels

- Improve the analytics capability of the current system such as calculation of completion of programs/projects, automatic generation of charts and financial monitoring on budget utilization rate

- Add approval feature to the system and enhance interactivity among users

- Change the overall look of the system
E-LGAMES Design Principles

• Information needs to be timely and available in forms which genuinely support decision-making

• Data should be collected and quality-assured once, and then made available for use in multiple information products

• Policy-makers, resource managers, information professionals and researchers should attempt to understand each other's perspectives and cooperate in the production of information
General Features

- Runs on a content management system platform (Joomla)
- Used for reporting accomplishment of performance indicators at the activities and output level using the standard monitoring forms
- Online submission of terminal report for training conducted
User’s Roles

LGA

- Overall Administrator
  - Customize Forms / Consolidate National Reports

Region

- “Publisher Role” –
  - Approves Information to be viewed by Public or Regular Website Users or to Special Users Only;
  - View and Edit Information/Data Encoded by Province/Municipality/City
User’s Roles

Province or Municipality/City

- “Author and Editor Roles” – View and Edit Information/Data as assigned
### What to report on the e-LGAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LGMED</th>
<th>Provincial LGAMES Focal Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Regional report of accomplishment (for LGA funded training)  
• LGRRC monitoring report | Monitoring reports:  
• BPLS/RS4LGUs  
• CCA-DRRM  
• MDG FACES  
• NEO/BNEO  
• HIV-AIDS  
• LED4LGUs (Resource Mobilization) |
When to report

- Terminal report of training should be uploaded one (1) week after the training was conducted.

- Monitoring reports should be encoded on the 1\textsuperscript{st} to 5\textsuperscript{th} day of the first month of the ensuing quarter (to be accounted for during the reporting quarter).

- Reports encoded beyond the deadline will be considered for the next reporting cycle.